
 

Key of Scanspeeder is a game for the Gear VR release by Oculus. This game is designed to promote typing skills, with an
emphasis on accuracy and speed. The main gameplay of this game involves you playing as the "Scan Droid", but with each level
it gets more difficult so you can't just blast through it like you might be used to doing in other games. The basic objective of this
game is to avoid obstacles by tapping them rapidly, taking care not to miss any for better accuracy. The game has become
progressively harder with each level, so you will have to try to get the highest score that you can in order to beat your friends in
high scores. The game is designed specifically around VR in order to make typing more fun through the sense of immersion
(and because this game was made by Oculus which is owned by Facebook). The game consists of 3 different rooms with
different puzzles per room. Each room has 3 levels. - Level 1 - Type the letters on the keyboard at optimal speed in order to
combine what is on the keyboard (this means tapping when it matches what's on screen). - Level 2 - Type the letters on the
keyboard at optimal speed in order to combine what is on the keyboard (this means tapping when it matches what's on screen).
You will start this level with more letters on the keyboard than you had in the previous level. - Level 3 - Type the letters on the
keyboard at optimal speed in order to combine what is on the keyboard (this means tapping when it matches what's on screen).
You will start this level with less letters than you had in the previous level.

  Key of Scanspeeder was created by Owlchemy Labs, who are known for creating other VR experiences, such as Job Simulator
and Rick and Morty: Virtual Rick-ality.  

Other than the award, they have been nominated twice for this award. 

  - http://uploadvr.com/key-of-scanspeeder-review/ - https://www.roadtovr.com/owlchemy-labs-key-scanspeeder-gearvr/ Also
published on Medium. Credits for this game are listed below: - http://uploadvr.com/owlchemy-labs-acquires-gamejamstudios/ -
https://venturebeat. com/2017/06/10/key-of-scanspeeder-gets-its-own-vr-gamejamstudios-wins/#.WKVg_IFlNg.twitter -
http://uploadvr.com/owlchemylabs-keyofscanspeeder/

  http://www.nvidia.com https://www.oculus.com Joystiq TruePCGaming - https://www.nvidia.
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